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Abstract

Community-campus engagement in higher education provides educational experiences for students to grapple with complex, real-world problems, including the lack of equitable access to healthy food for all. In this reflective essay, three faculty members of a teaching-focused college report and reflect on the benefits and challenges of community-campus engagement through a food justice education action research project called Food Dignity, funded by the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Achievements included developing a curricular approach, preparing students for community partnerships and community-based research, strengthening institutional commitment to community-campus engagement, and establishing community and institutional networks. Outcomes include that student participants revised
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their values and attitudes about the food system and their ability to change it. We discuss challenges, including academic supremacy and unequal power relations, and offer recommendations for future community-campus food justice initiatives.
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Introduction
This paper describes, from the perspective of three faculty1 at a teaching-focused2 college, how a community-campus project with educational and service-learning components affected curriculum development, faculty and student engagement with community partners, and structural change at our institution. Food Dignity funds for our college were allocated to compensate student interns working with community partners and, in some cases, the community partners themselves.3 We begin by reviewing relevant literatures on community-campus engagement, especially those focused on food justice. We describe our institutional context and initial goals for the project of developing new opportunities for community-campus engagement with the local food system. We then outline our curricular initiatives, highlighting our developmental approach to community-campus engagement. After evaluating the impacts of our initiatives based on data from student surveys and student reflections, we discuss the successes and challenges of this project and reflect on implications for addressing underlying causes of food injustice.

Community-Campus Engagement and Service-Learning
The field of civic engagement aims for learning and mutual benefit via intentional relationships among students, academic institutions, civic organizations and community members (Furco, 2007; Gelmon, Holland, Seifer, Shinnammon, & Connors, 1998; Hullender, Hinck, Wood-Nartker, Burton, & Bowlby, 2015; Jacoby, 2009; Stoecker & Tyron, 2009). Civic engagement in higher education has been operationalized through volunteering, community service, and service-learning. Service-learning is a “teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities” (Niewolny et al., 2012, p. 31). While historically service-learning practices focus on student learning (Kiely, 2005), some use critical theory and pedagogy (Freire, 1970) to ask who is served and who decides about these initiatives (Bortolin, 2011; Stoecker & Tryon, 2009). Increasingly, scholars and practitioners recommend that service-learning projects adopt explicit social justice goals, genuine relationships, commitment to redistribute power, reciprocity, activism, and other goals of broader social and institutional change (Levkoe et al., 2016; Marullo & Edwards, 2000; Mitchell, 2008; Swords & Kiely, 2010).

We began this project with these commitments, aligning our practice with the move from a transactional (Enos & Morton, 2003), charity-based approach (Ward & Wolf-Wendel 2000) to a transformative learning model of service-learning (Clayton, Bringle, Senor, Huq, & Morrison 2010; Kiely 2005), including reciprocity and commitment to changing power relationships. In this model, all participants grow, change, and explore emergent
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1 In this paper, the personal plural “we” or “our” is used to refer to the three Ithaca College faculty (Alicia Swords, Amy Frith, and Julia Lapp), except when otherwise specified.
2 The terms teaching college (Cofer, 2017), teaching-focused college (Nemtchinova, 2013) or teaching-intensive institution (Phelps, 2013) have been used to refer to a type of institution of higher education where faculty are “expected to teach, on average, four courses a semester; advise students; participate in service work both on the campus and in [their] discipline; and pursue scholarship” (Cofer, 2017). This type of institution typically has fewer than 10,000 students, small class sizes, a low student/instructor ratio, and expects close mentoring of students by faculty (see Nemtchinova, 2013).
3 We were not compensated financially by Food Dignity project funds for our participation in this project or for our summer work, although we earned our usual nine-month salaries from Ithaca College. For further information on Food Dignity funding see Porter and Wechsler (2018). For more information on the project and community partners see Porter (2018). Both papers are in this issue.
possibilities; engagement is open-ended and long-term; and there is a commitment to revise goals and move beyond status quo practices (Clayton et al., 2010). We draw on Kiely’s (2007) four-part framework for reflective practice in service-learning by attending to pedagogy and curriculum, research, community development, and institutional change.

**Food Justice and Community-Campus Engagement**

The Food Dignity project that our service-learning collaboration was part of relates to the realm of food justice. Food justice is a concept promoted by an emerging food movement in North America, which references the food sovereignty movement in the global South. It brings together individuals and organizations that advocate for food security and sustainable agriculture (Levkoe, 2006). The movement critiques the industrial food system, advocating changes related to equity and trauma, exchange arrangements, land, and labor (Cadieux & Slocum, 2015). Food justice advocates vary widely in their ideologies, approaches, and disciplines, and use a variety of concepts including sustainable food systems, civic agriculture, and community food systems. While distinct, they all share basic concerns with equity, food access, sustainability, and health (see Alkon & Norgard, 2009; Broad, 2016; Gottlieb & Joshi, 2010; Holt-Giménez, 2010; Winne, 2008).

With the spread of food justice initiatives, institutions of higher education are increasingly partnering with food justice organizations for civic engagement teaching and research (Allen, 2008; Galt, Parr; Van Soelen Kim, Beckett, Lickter, & Ballard, 2013; Gray, Johnson, Latham, Tang, & Thomas, 2012; Holt-Giménez, 2010; Levkoe et al., 2016; Meek & Tarlau, 2015; Sbicca, 2015). While the food justice movement focuses on changing policies and systems surrounding food, environment and health, in many cases, universities offer gardens, technical assistance, produce local foods, or otherwise address short-term community needs and goals (Burns & Miller, 2012; Gray et al., 2012). Some also include goals of changing university practices (Burley et al., 2016; Clark, Byker, Niewolny, & Helms, 2013; Niewolny, Schroeder-Moreno, Mason, McWhirt, & Clark, 2017). These initiatives have different impacts on community members, organizations and students. As civic engagement increasingly examines power and justice, critical studies on community-campus food justice initiatives call for campuses to address racism and classism, both in the food system and as they are reproduced in partnerships (Alkon & Norgard, 2009; Meek & Tarlau 2015; Sbicca 2012, 2015).

A number of case studies describe best practices in community-campus partnerships for food justice to mitigate against racial and class inequities. Gray et al. (2012) advocate for orientation programs for students to develop sensitivity to issues of power and respect before interacting with community members. Best practices include reciprocity, building trust, connecting to personal experiences, finding common strategies (Levkoe et al., 2016), reflection, active listening, and openness to addressing whiteness, privilege, and racial inequality (Sbicca, 2015). In some cases, students and community partners collaboratively establish long-term project goals and outcomes, which can include changing college and university curriculum (Niewolny et al., 2017).

At the same time, some case studies reveal the challenges of community-university food justice projects. Gray et al. (2012) highlight the challenges of balancing the diverse needs and goals of funders, partners, and community members in a garden project at Santa Clara University. Rosing (2012) cautions academics to avoid extraction from local communities (via student training and data) and to avoid replicating nonprofit initiatives that align with neoliberal policies that disavow government responsibility for addressing social inequity. Bortolin’s (2011) analysis of academic articles on service-learning found that even as academics espouse service to the community, they exploit the
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4 We learned about a number of simultaneously occurring community-campus food justice initiatives as our project was in process.
Community for their own ends. “Community” was treated as a means by which the university enhances its academic work; as a recipient of university influence; as a place the university makes better; or as a factor in the financial influence of the university. We aimed to avoid these pitfalls. Increasingly, scholars emphasize that academics must acknowledge and address unequal power relationships (Bortolin, 2011; Porter & Wechsler, 2018; Stoecker & Tryon, 2009; Swords & Kiely, 2010).

The objective of this reflective essay is to contribute a case study of community-campus engagement to the empirical literature on the practice of teaching about food justice in higher education, in hopes of contributing toward broader social justice and sustainability.

Institutional Context: Ithaca College
A core aspect of the five-year Food Dignity project was for educational institutions to interface with community organizations to address local food justice issues, such as support for local food production, access to healthy, nutritious food, and entrepreneurship to improve food access for low-income populations. Our role as Ithaca College professors in Food Dignity centered on student learning through community engagement.

As Food Dignity launched in 2011, Ithaca College was just beginning to incorporate educational programming on community engagement at an institutional level (Furco, 2002). Prior to this, community-campus engagement had occurred without formal institutional support. The college had not covered administrative costs, compensated community partners, or offered faculty release time or financial compensation. Still today, investments of faculty time in community engagement have not been rewarded consistently through tenure or promotion. Without an institutional commitment, initiatives have been poorly coordinated.

Developing Project Goals: Thinking Beyond Internships
As the principal investigator, Christine M. Porter, was developing the Food Dignity proposal in 2010, she proposed that we join the project by involving our sociology and nutrition students in community organizations in food dignity-related internships. This proposal was echoed by community organizations in Ithaca and Tompkins County, New York, including Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County, the Whole Community Project, and Gardens4Humanity. These groups were working on issues such as community gardens, food access, local food production, and food justice education, and were interested in working with students to accomplish their goals. We anticipated a mutually beneficial community-student engagement opportunity to promote changes in the food system.

Initial discussions with project leaders and community partners conceptualized community-campus engagement primarily as internships lasting at least a semester. Based on previous work, we knew that students needed foundational training and intensive mentoring to manage the responsibilities of meaningful internship experiences and to not burden agency supervisors or organizations. We also recognized that even students who might not become interns could benefit from exposure to food dignity issues and organizations. While we were committed to intensive engagement, we also believed it could be possible and was necessary to offer introductory and intermediate-level opportunities that required less preparation, community resources, and mentoring. To this end, we developed a model of community-campus engagement between higher education institutions and their surrounding communities (Stoecker & Tryon, 2009).
that would meet the variable needs of community partners and students.

We articulated two goals. First, we aimed to offer Ithaca College students a meaningful sequence of learning opportunities to get involved with local food justice efforts by developing a pedagogical process to build student involvement gradually. Second, we wanted to develop a program to prepare students for working successfully in food justice–related community engagement projects in diverse communities. This required building meaningful relationships that could allow students to contribute toward community organizations’ goals.

**Development of the Curricular Approach**

We conceptualized a curricular approach that we called the “Onion of Community Student Engagement” (see Figure 1). In our 2012 annual report (unpublished) we wrote, “This is our vision for the pedagogical process of bringing students into engagement with food dignity issues and community organizations. We envision it happening over several years. Our work in each layer aims to be always in communication with the larger Food Dignity network and the collaborating community organizations in our county.” We envisioned this as a developmental curriculum design because it introduced increasingly complex levels of learning about community food issues.

In this model, the outer layer represents the opportunity to reach a larger number of students across campus by building awareness through structured community-student interactions with food justice topics through campus events and as lessons and activities in sophomore-level classes. Moving toward the center of the onion, a smaller number of interested students could participate in semester-long projects in upper-level courses.

**Figure 1. The Onion of Community-Student Engagement for Food Dignity**
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Sources: Anderson & Krathwohl, 2001; Bloom, 1956; Howe, Coleman, Hamshaw, & Westdijk, 2014.
strengthening the knowledge and skill base needed for students to possibly later become interns with community organizations (center of the onion). Internship positions were intended for only a few students who wished and were prepared to spend greater amounts of time, in their junior and senior years, mentored by community partners and later to become leaders/mentors for incoming interns.

Our approach prioritizes the goals of fostering students’ increased awareness and exploration of food injustice and the systems that perpetuate it. Attainment was conceptualized as a process, and we made both the goal and the activities to support it explicit to the students from the beginning. As we developed the onion model, we learned of the three-fold approach for service-learning by Howe, Coleman, Hamshaw, and Westdijk (2014), which reviewed moral, psychosocial, and cognitive development to advocate for structuring student experiences from exposure through capacity-building to full responsibility. The instructor “scaffolds,” or provides “support as the student climbs toward the next level of understanding or capacity, and to gradually remove (or shift) that support as the student becomes more skilled and confident (as the metaphoric building stands more securely on its own)” (Howe et al., 2014, p. 46). Howe et al.’s developmental theories of learning informed us and confirmed the underpinnings of our approach.

We gathered input from community partners to design food dignity units with shared community engagement opportunities for our courses. Though not all learning activities were coordinated, we developed a framework of common student learning outcomes for our courses. We experimented with learning outcomes at first, and as we observed student responses, added them explicitly to our curricular approach. As students progressed, outcomes required more advanced levels of learning, following Bloom’s taxonomy for levels of knowledge (1956), from knowledge, comprehension, application, analysis, and synthesis, to evaluation. Outcomes also corresponded to Anderson and Krathwohl’s (2001) affective learning taxonomy, whereby learners move from receiving and responding to phenomena to valuing, organizing, and internalizing values. We intended for students to gain increasing knowledge, practice skills, and internalize values related to food dignity as they moved from introductory courses to senior capstone courses or internships. Similar to Howe et al. (2014), students gained increasing responsibility for collaborating with community members in identifying project goals and for implementation and as they deepened their engagement.

Introductory Level: Awareness-building and Outcomes
An estimated 1,000 students were involved in introductory awareness-building activities during the five years of the project. We drew on input from community leaders and agreed on common learning outcomes for our introductory nutrition and sociology courses. These included defining food dignity; describing systemic obstacles to food dignity; comparing food dignity with unjust food systems; and recognizing local initiatives to improve food dignity.

Common learning activities were required for all of our nutrition and sociology students. For example, we organized a public panel discussion of speakers from farms and organizations involved in local food production, distribution, and education. Panelists discussed the contemporary food system and suggestions for becoming involved in changing it. We assigned and guided reflection on common readings to prepare students for discussions before, during and after the panel.

To increase the level of engagement for introductory students, we assigned structured community-based activities. For example, students in our 200-level classes participated in the local Food Justice Summit in 2012 and 2013, joined a community walk, and attended a public talk by a food justice leader.

At the awareness-building level, we assessed student learning outcomes and shifts in beliefs using surveys, course evaluations, and reflective writing assignments. Pre- and post-surveys administered to students who attended the Food Dignity panel tracked shifts in knowledge, beliefs, and values related to food systems, based on the panel discussion and assigned readings. Survey items used Likert scales ranging from 1 (no importance or commitment) to 5 (extremely important or committed). Thirty-six percent of students
increased their rating on the importance scale from pre- to post-survey, indicating that local foods were more important to them after the panel, while the remainder of the students’ ratings remained the same. Thirty percent of students increased their rating on the importance scale for consuming organic foods, while the remainder remained the same. Similarly, from pre- to post-survey, commitment increased among 63% of students regarding buying local foods; 46% to buy organic foods; and 46% to buy more humanely raised meats and dairy foods. On questions regarding awareness of food justice values, measured by agreement on a 1-to-5 Likert scale, about 25% of students increased their agreement that improving people’s access to food requires addressing economic inequality. A similar percentage increased their agreement that it is difficult for many working families to have access to healthy food. From these surveys, we found that over one-third of the students reported improved awareness and systems thinking related to food justice due to the panel and assigned readings. Students reported bigger changes in value and commitment to food consumption behaviors, such as buying local and organic foods, than in awareness of larger social issues. This difference was somewhat expected, as understanding systemic inequalities requires higher-level analysis and emotional engagement.

In the sociology course taught by Swords, called Gender, Environment, and Global Change, students studied the causes of hunger in the U.S. and the world. In their postpanel survey, student explanations for hunger included “structural and institutional inequalities” and “the way our political and social systems are set up that make it so food isn’t distributed properly.” The emphasis in the course on systemic inequalities helped reinforce the awareness-raising objectives of the panel.

Intermediate-level: Engagement
A smaller number of mid- and upper-level students engaged in longer-term activities (one to two semesters) that included cultural competency trainings, student projects with the Food Bank of the Southern Tier (FBST), Cooperative Extension, and community meal programs. Over the course of the Food Dignity grant, approximately 200 students were involved at this level. For midlevel nutrition students, these activities included a class project of providing nutrition education to child-care workers for state-required trainings, leading cooking classes, and offering grocery store tours for community members. Sociology and nutrition students piloted hunger education workshops for FBST in high school and elementary classrooms. Upper-level nutrition students worked Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County to offer cooking and nutrition education classes to income-qualified community members through Cooking Matters, a program of the national nonprofit Share Our Strength. Students from upper-level nutrition courses also worked at the Food Justice Summit to distribute information and answer questions from the public regarding food justice issues, initiatives, and organizations.

At this level, from 2010 to 2012, we helped to develop a pilot cultural competency training for students who would be working with community partners. In this training, community members were invited to collaborate with faculty in designing and implementing the training, and community members were paid as educators. According to Yarborough and Wade (2001), student training is essential for service-learning success, but providing it can burden community organizations. We made every attempt to adequately prepare students before they began work with our partnering community organizations. Our training aimed to instill respect for community members and to address historical power imbalances between campus and communities, as discussed below.

At the intermediate level, learning outcomes were that students could describe connections among sustainability, food insecurity, and food dignity; describe changes in their own views and values as a result of a structured interaction focused on food dignity with an organization or community member; describe successes and challenges of initiatives for food dignity; and characterize the impact of historical power structures including racism, poverty, and sexism on food dignity.

We collected reflections from students who participated in the cultural competency training and coded them for themes related to food dignity. Students demonstrated an initial understanding that
poverty, racism, and sexism exacerbate food insecurity. They also described connections among sustainability, food insecurity, and food dignity. In Spring 2015, one student indicated, “sustainability is key and dignity is a key to sustainability…. Food insecurity is not just about getting people food and shelter, but restoring them to [be] functioning members of society that have a strong sense of dignity. Short-term solutions will only delay the problems of food insecurity and the country needs people to have a lasting sense of dignity to aid them in their lives.” This student’s doubt about the viability of short-term solutions evidenced a developing awareness of the systemic nature of injustices.

After intermediate-level engagement, students demonstrated the ability to explain dimensions of food dignity. “Food dignity is taking control of the food we produce”; “Food dignity is being proud of what we are feeding our children and of how we are treating the earth.” They also described actions or strategies that could contribute to increasing it. “Be involved with production and distribution”; “A loss realization that U.S. has a big problem”; “We could increase dignity if we had a part in the food we produce and feed our families and ourselves. The way we produce and distribute food in the U.S. is seriously lacking in dignity.” Student evaluations described their potential to contribute through engagement in the food system.

After participating in the cultural competency training, students showed the ability to recognize and describe the divide between academics and community members. “I [also] learned that they [community members] really feel a separation between students and community members that I have been unable to see because of how sheltered I am on [campus].” Some students were able to notice and describe power relationships between academics and community members. “I think it is difficult for students to go into the community to ‘educate’ or ‘teach’ and understand that this is a learning experience for everyone—not just those we are working with.”

However, students went beyond recognizing obstacles to express the desire to break down barriers and shift power relationships.

I want to become more aware of the way I look, talk, and interact and how it influences others’ perceptions of me and experiences with me. I have been noticing people around me speaking in ways that are very disrespectful to diversity and I want to find ways to increase the conversation of cultural competency.

[This experience] has made me so excited to make connections and deeply learn from [community members].

In describing their desire to learn from community members, students express an interest in contributing to new power relationships.

Advanced Level: Internships and Student Community Leaders

The innermost layer of the onion model represents a select number of students who were able to develop the knowledge, skills, and relationships to become interns, independent researchers, and student community leaders in relation to Food Dignity. The original goals of the Food Dignity grant mentioned internships as the only mode of community-campus involvement at our college. The grant required that we coordinate with organizations in Tompkins County that could receive a small stipend to mentor up to 10 paid student interns over the five-year period of the grant. This was to be led by the main community partner in Ithaca, the Whole Community Project, and the Cornell Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County office that housed it. Funding for the student interns and community partners was provided by the USDA grant for Food Dignity. Even with help from a project coordinator based at the extension office to match student learning needs with internship opportunities, we were only able to place two Ithaca College students into paid internships over the five years of the Food Dignity grant. Despite our best efforts, connections among community, campus, and the project faltered. Limiting factors included student constraints, such as credit hours and semester timing, communication failures, and mismatches with community agency needs for timing and skill sets.

Because of these limitations, we found other avenues to engage students at advanced levels. During the project, eight students conducted research and wrote papers focused on topics related to food dignity. Topics included fair trade and food dignity, Walmart and the food system;
the school lunch program; community-based initiatives regarding food access; and women farmers in Tompkins County. Nine students who were preparing for Food Dignity internships found other placements, including with the Friendship Donations Network, a food rescue organization in Ithaca, New York, and Cornell Cooperative Extension’s Cooking Matters program. Four students co-created with community members a recipe book focusing on healthy foods on a budget. Sixteen students contributed to hunger education curriculum design for clients of the FBST.6

Another avenue we created to engage students at advanced levels was to teach, mentor, and create opportunities for students to become leaders in community-based initiatives. Six students were involved in this way. For example, nutrition students who had provided hunger education to school children trained and supervised the next group of Ithaca College students providing hunger education. In another case, a student teaching assistant for a Food Dignity–related sociology course was hired by FBST after graduation. In another case, a student who had participated in intermediate-level Food Dignity activities was hired as a summer research assistant.

Our attempts to create internship opportunities provided valuable process-based information for future efforts in matching students with suitable community-based internships. In the absence of being able to place interns, we provided 43 students with advanced-level learning and leadership opportunities related to food dignity. These students negotiated directly with community members regarding needs and goals. They were responsible for contributing to local organizations, such as by designing educational materials for specific audiences. At this level, students demonstrated that they had internalized the values of food dignity.

Successes
In this section, we describe our successes in five areas, building on Kiely’s (2007) framework: the development of community-campus engagement curricular approach; student involvement in community-based research; institutional commitment to service-learning; professional development; and the establishment of community and institutional networks.

Community-Student Engagement Curricular Approach
Our curricular goals were to guide students through a developmental sequence of transformational community-based learning related to food justice. In the process of creating and piloting our curricular approach, we drafted rough student learning outcomes, which we refined as the project continued. For example, when students first had contact with the Food Dignity project at the awareness-building level, they became interested in food as a topic of study but did not understand larger structural power dynamics that maintain food inequalities. With more involvement, students began to notice the complex systems of inequality that underlie issues of food justice and dignity. Students who had opportunities for longer-term engagement with food justice organizations learned to describe and give examples of social inequalities, and to identify social and ecological problems in the existing food system.

Student Involvement in Community-based Research on Food Justice
Another success in our Food Dignity-related work is the development of a collaborative research relationship with the Food Bank of the Southern Tier (FBST), through a participatory action research course in sociology and a community nutrition course, both of which focused on food justice. Although the FBST was not one of the funded partners of the Food Dignity project, we turned to them when connections with other community partners were slow to consolidate.

During the grant, we discussed, with each other and with Food Dignity collaborators, whether a food bank could be a player in a move toward a sustainable, just community food system. We agreed that many food banks are deeply embedded in a charity model by playing a role in
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6 The hunger education curriculum is available at https://www.foodbankst.org/hunger-ed
profitably disposing of corporate food surpluses and distracting the public from the realities of hunger by offering band-aid solutions (see Poppendieck, 1999). But the president of the FBST demonstrated an interest in building a partnership, shared our social justice orientation, and showed her commitment to making organizational changes. As our partnership evolved into longer-term research and educational projects, the FBST began to adapt its strategic plan. The president led the board of directors and staff in adopting a strategic vision to “end hunger in the Southern Tier”; to “shorten the line” in addition to “feeding the line”; FBST also increased the organization’s budget and commitment to hunger education, advocacy, and began involving pantry users in advocacy efforts. An example of success in this area was our collaboration with the FBST and Cornell Cooperative Extension in developing and piloting the Hunger Scholars program food justice curriculum, which continues to be implemented regionally and nationally in schools, after-school programs, and community youth organizations. Ithaca College student leaders also trained and supervised subsequent Hunger Scholars.

In collaboration with the Food Dignity partner Cooperative Extension of Tompkins County, Lapp and Frith planned a community-student project whereby senior students in Health Science-Nutrition who had moved through our curricular approach developed and offered a series of the Cooking Matters nutrition and cooking classes to community members in Ithaca. This higher level of community-student engagement was driven by community partners’ stated needs.

In addition, participation in Food Dignity learning opportunities motivated students to explore their commitment to food justice, which helped create avenues for their employment with food-oriented organizations. Many graduates continued their education in social work and health fields.

Institutional Commitment to Community-Engaged Learning

By developing community networks, our participation in Food Dignity helped us expand our vision and expectations for institutional support for community-engaged learning. Increasing our connections with community organizations raised our awareness about the needs of local stakeholders and helped us see the need for institutional support for civic engagement. We learned that “we in academia need to do our share of preparing [students] before asking them to engage with community organizations, because if they go full of themselves and their knowledge and what they have to offer... it’s that much more work and a burden on the community organization” (as Swords said while interviewing Christine Porter in September 2012).

This awareness motivated us to take part in the strategic planning for civic engagement at Ithaca College, including the development of the Office of Civic Engagement (OCE) at the college. The OCE was a first step toward coordinating efforts of faculty in engaging with community partners based on values of reciprocity and respect, and it was an effort to demonstrate institutional investment in the community. Swords and Frith participated in college-level committees to define service-learning, set goals, and develop an institutional strategy for implementing the OCE. In the process of developing the office, Swords and Frith invited community members to provide input toward the values and practices of the office. Community needs, input, and criteria for engagement were heard at an early stage of the office’s development and affected its path.

Another success was achieving an institutional commitment to offer cultural competency training. After faculty and administrators observed the impact of our 2010-2011 pilot cultural competency trainings for students and faculty, when the OCE was created in 2012 cultural competency workshops were among its first activities. OCE maintained the commitment that these workshops would be community-led and kept the standard we had set to financially compensate community educators. Subsequently, hundreds of students have attended these trainings. Expanding and institutionalizing the trainings has exposed many students, faculty, and community members to the impact of larger power struggles and structural barriers on food justice.
Professional Development and Networks
We benefited professionally from our involvement in Food Dignity. The project gave us additional opportunities to network and speak on issues related to food justice and community research with colleagues and administrators. Our participation also opened up opportunities to write and obtain grants for further research with community partners. Although we each had completed sufficient scholarly work to earn tenure, participating in this USDA grant contributed to our profiles as scholars and teachers. The project indirectly provided a degree of authority and status that was converted into currency in our profession.

One of the primary beneficial outcomes of our participation in Food Dignity was that it helped us access, build, and strengthen our professional networks with scholars and community members working on food-related issues. Through Food Dignity, we took part in regular local and national meetings where we learned about campus and community needs and strengths, discussed our visions for food dignity, and built rapport and trust. Through interacting with neighbors and civic leaders, we saw the strengths and needs of specific populations in our community, including youth, older adults, residents of public housing, people targeted by racism and discrimination, people living with disabilities, and rural residents. The relationships we built have created opportunities for new and ongoing partnerships, such as work with students, projects, and grants.

We also strengthened our networks with local academic institutions. We were invited to contribute to the design of Cornell University’s food systems minor. We participated in cross-campus meetings (e.g., Ithaca College, Cornell, and Tompkins Cortland Community College) to propose institutional and curricular coordination of community-student engagement projects and to avoid overwhelming and oversaturating our community partners. Such ambitious attempts did not result in immediate coordination or curricula, but we came to understand possibilities and constraints and built ongoing connections with colleagues at other local institutions.

Challenges: Power Relations and Community-Campus Engagement
Some challenges of this project were due to the intense time pressure that stakeholders experienced. Students found that community agricultural and food projects were out of sync with the academic calendar. In addition, unequal power relationships between community and campus stakeholders exacerbated the logistical challenges. We found engagement to be fraught with difficulties because it involved relationships that are embedded in institutional and historical power differences (see Bringle & Hatcher, 2002; Buckley, 2016; Eyler & Giles, 1999). To acknowledge the challenges we faced, we reflect here first on power relationships between communities and institutions of higher education. In this special issue, Porter and Weschler (2018) define “academic supremacy” as “systemically inequitable social relations between university partners (individually and institutionally) and community-based people and organizations, that are pervasive and institutionalized in U.S. society” (p. 75). Academic supremacy can be internalized and enacted by academics in social interactions. In addition to this educational and institutional power, we also derive social power and privilege from our social class and our racial and ethnic identities as white people of European heritage.

In our context, the dominant culture of academic supremacy posed challenges to our efforts even as we attempted to challenge it. One dimension was community partners’ prior experiences with other faculty and students in other civic involvement situations. In our planning conversations, community partners frequently described having been treated as “recipients” rather than equal partners in the design and delivery of community-campus engagement. For example, a local nonprofit used the term “parachuters” to critique short-term or drop-in student service projects in the community. A public elementary school teacher described her preference for college service-learning students to know their students and teachers and what they need, rather than giving a “one-off lesson”; she expressed frustration that she was not often asked by college faculty about how their students should engage with her after-
school program. We noticed that despite our efforts to be thoughtful, we invoked academic supremacy when we or our students assumed that communication should occur with a certain frequency or mode (such as email rather than phone) to suit academic culture, schedules, or preferences. We engaged in sporadic discussions regarding privilege, equity, and control over education with community partners and with other Food Dignity collaborators. Yet in some cases, the power relations, and expectations about them, seemed to be so entrenched that there was not opportunity over the five years of the project to overcome them. We acknowledge that our institutional power separated us from community members’ experiences and that our assumptions about communication led us to be frustrated by missed opportunities for student engagement.

A second power dynamic is among the institutions of higher education in our region. There are four institutions within a 30-mile radius. Their funding and status range from community college to Ivy League institution and correspond with the class positions of students and faculty (see Bowles & Gintis, 2002). For example, at a local football game among rivals, when the public college team makes a good play, the fans of the private college cheer, “It’s all right, it’s O.K., you’re gonna work for us someday!” The public college might win at football, implies the cheer, but that does not change their students’ prospects for class mobility and status. In cutting fashion, this chant reminds the public college students of their place in the class hierarchy. This class hierarchy inadvertently played out in our project because it was apparent even in our service-learning collaborations that our institutions seem to be perceived differently among community members. Class hierarchy was also reflected in the funding structure of the project overall, since the research institutions’ budgets included graduate student research, while ours was focused toward undergraduate learning.

These power imbalances, between institutions and community residents and among institutions themselves, can create significant barriers to productive interactions for successful service-learning. We hoped to begin preparing students by moving through the onion and cultural competency training so that they would view community members as experts, and thereby would begin addressing these inequities in power relations. In addition, we were trying to move students away from the charity model to a strengths-based model in working with communities.

Discussion and Conclusions
We entered the Food Dignity project with the goal of bringing together community members and students to create mutually beneficial relationships, experiences, and collaborations focused on food justice. We conclude by outlining how our experiences reinforce and contribute to the literatures on the necessity of institutional change and professional development, community-campus relationships, and pedagogy in service-learning. Finally, we suggest lessons for future community-campus food justice initiatives.

Institutional Change and Professional Development
Our experience shows that faculty-, student- or community-led initiatives are insufficient without institutional support. Institutions can assist community-campus collaboratives by creating communication bridges for dialogue with communities to assess common interests. It is also important that they prepare faculty through professional development. Another institutional support we did not address at Ithaca College is the acknowledgment of faculty contributions for campus-community collaborations in tenure and promotion assessment. Future efforts can draw on the emerging literature on faculty development and institutional change (Holland, 2016; Kiely & Sexsmith, 2018) to support service-learning and civic engagement. There is still much that institutions can do to move away from academic supremacy (Porter & Weschler, 2018), from charity models (Ward & Wolf-Wendel, 2000), and from exercising privilege over community organizations (Bortolin, 2011) to transformative relationships (Clayton et al., 2010).

Community-Campus Relationships
Our experiences confirm the emphasis in critical service-learning literature on quality community-campus relationships. In building such relation-
ships for Food Dignity, we implemented many of the best practices proposed by Sbicca (2015) and Levkoe et al. (2016). These include active listening; addressing whiteness, privilege, and racial inequality; aiming for reciprocity, and building trust. Our work shows that these practices create the possibility for collaborative work and also signal the particular challenges of academic supremacy (Porter & Weschler, 2018). Without trust, reciprocity, and attention to the history of racial trauma, collaborations were stalled.

We also affirm the expectations set by scholars and practitioners for campus-community partnerships. We worked with community organizations to establish project goals and drew on their input to shape our curricular approach. Niewolny et al. (2017) also propose including student participation in course design and implementation, which could be a goal for our future practice. The concept of transformative learning from Clayton et al. (2010) also sets a high standard for relationships, including dimensions of outcomes, decision-making, common goals, resources, power, and satisfaction. In subsequent work, we could more formally assess community-campus relationships using Clayton et al.'s (2010) Transformational Relationship Evaluation Scale. Future food justice efforts can make relationships more transformative by focusing on the many dimensions of the community-campus relationship as outlined in Clayton et al. (2010). Although we communicated regularly with community partners to ensure thoughtful responses to their needs, in the future we will gather data to assess the costs and challenges as well as the benefits of our collaboration.

Our challenges primarily involved the institutionalized privilege of academic institutions and of serving both students and community organizations, similar to those identified by Gray et al. (2012), Bortolin (2011), and Porter and Weschler (2018). We found it challenging to forge new interactions and establish clear communication in the context of deeply ingrained academic supremacy, racism, and other oppressive power dynamics. Future projects in similar contexts might consider articulating and addressing inequalities explicitly early on so that stakeholders can work together through these traumas. In future initiatives, we recommend agreeing upon functional communication channels, acknowledging that these may be culturally or locally specific. As well, collaborations with a wide variety of organizations might distribute resources more broadly.

**Pedagogy in Service-Learning**

We implemented many of the best practices in the literatures on community-campus engagement, service-learning, and food justice to develop our curricular approach. Our curricular assumptions and experience coincide with the three-phased model for course design of Howe et al. (2014). While theirs was proposed for service-learning in general, ours applied developmental theories of learning to food justice.

Like Gray et al. (2012), we prioritized student preparation before intensive interaction with community organizations. We accomplished such preparation through the onion model of community-campus engagement and our cultural competency modules, which were planned and delivered by community partners. In contrast to the model of Howe et al. (2014), however, we incorporated more direct contact with community leaders at earlier phases of learning. Our data suggest that at introductory levels, student learning included shifts in behavioral intentions regarding food consumption, such as the intent to buy local and organic foods and to value ethically produced foods. At intermediate levels, students learned to define food dignity and to describe structural aspects of the food system. They learned to notice separations between community and campus, value connections with community members, and identify their own abilities and roles for contributing to community change. At higher levels, students took fuller responsibility for projects requiring long-term commitment and involvement with community organizations. They were able to create and evaluate contributions to the organizations. Some demonstrated that they had internalized values of food dignity.

**Recommendations for Others**

**Considering Community-Campus Collaborations for Food Dignity**

We conclude with the following recommendations
for academic stakeholders considering community-campus collaborations for food dignity.

Recommendations for institutional change:
- Seek institutional support for civic engagement early in the process.
- Develop a formal institutional strategic plan for engagement and insert engagement goals into other strategic plans.
- Include training for faculty and students for civic engagement.
- Develop awareness of academic supremacy and strategies for addressing it.
- Include acknowledgment of community-campus collaborations in tenure and promotion criteria.
- Create administrative structures that facilitate efforts by faculty to build collaborations with communities.
- Cover administrative costs, compensate community partners, and offer faculty release time or financial compensation in collaborations.

Recommendations for building community-campus partnerships and requisite academic professional development:
- Build respectful relationships via active listening.
- Build relationships among multiple faculty and multiple organizations.
- Strive for an equitable partnership model and actively avoid a charity model.
- Address racial and class privilege and academic supremacy.
- Recognize that food justice deals with people's resources for survival.
- Move from transactional to transformative relationships.

Recommendations for pedagogy:
- Scaffold teaching and preparation for service-learning developmentally, offering increasingly deeper forms of involvement and responsibility.
- Emphasize humility and accountability.
- Create intentionally tiered forms of involvement, from class-based projects to engagement spanning multiple semesters and years. Offer higher level options in addition to internships.
- Connect students across disciplines to address complex challenges of the food system.
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